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The organism from imprecation wave number substitute actor of the field which sleeps the minute magnetic field 
measurement sensors below 1μG are mainly used with SQUID(superconducting quantum interface device)or flux gate 
where it uses the superconductor thin film[1-3]. Like this elements the bulk of drive system to be big is high price and 
it has the weak point which is not it will not be able to apply with supply style. In order to use the minute magnetic 
field measurement sensor below 1μG where it is cheap with the biosensor application, the thin film element has soft 
magnetism qualities which are higher the permalloy thin film of existing than from the actuality[4-6]. The 
development of the thin film element is raising its head essentially.

In case of soft magnetism bulk materials of existing which shows high frequency efficiency within the 
electromagnet transformer, it has the easy axis coercivity of about 100 mG degree and the magnetic susceptibility of 
about 105 from the hard axis[7]. A soft magnetic thin film coercivity bulk becomes larger at possibility times ~ tens 
times which it sees but the magnetic susceptibility makes the quality have which comes to be small.

In order to get a highly magnetic susceptibility, the new soft magnetism thin films, so called "Conetic"[6], 
prepared by ion beam deposition (IBD) sputtering method. The magnetic properties of coercivity and saturation field 
for two films such as permalloy and conetic depending on Ta buffer layer are compared each other.

Fig. 1 shows illustrations of MH loops and definitions of easy coercivity (HEC) and hard saturation field (HHS) 
from the (a) easy and (b) hard AMR loops for the glass/Ta(5 nm)/conetic(15 nm)/Ta(5 nm) film. Here HHS is used to 
calculate the magnetic susceptibility (χ = 10MR(remnant magnetization) ÷ HHS). Here 10 is a compensated value of 
the extrapolated saturation field by Egelhoff's experimental data[6]. Fig. 2 shows thickness dependence of the HEC, 
HHS, and χ of (a) permalloy and (b) conetic thin films for the glass/Ta(5 nm)/NiFe, NiFeCuMo(t = 3 nm ～30 
nm)/Ta(5 nm) film prepared by IBD method. The saturation magnetic field, which is determined the magnetic 
susceptibilty, is 3.0 Oe in the conetic layer thickness of 3 nm and is decreased to 1.25 Oe as increased to 30 nm. Also, 
The magnetic susceptibility is obtained 1.3×103 ～ 6.5×103 as thickness of conetic films increased from 3 nm to 30 
nm. The coercivity and magnetic susceptibility of Ta(5 nm)/NiFe(30 nm) film were 0.25 Oe and 6.5×103, respectively. 
The coercivity and the magnetic susceptibility of conetic film decreased and increased 3 times to one of permalloy 
film, respectively[7].
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of MH loops and definitions of easy coercivity (HEC) and hard saturation field (HHS) from the (a) 
easy and (b) hard MR loops for the glass/Ta(5 nm)/Conetic(15 nm)/Ta(5 nm) film.

Fig. 2. Thickness dependence of the HEC, HHS, and χ of (a) permalloy and (b) conetic thin films for the glass/Ta(5 
nm)/NiFe, NiFeCuMo(t = 3 nm ～ 30 nm)/Ta(5 nm) film prepared by ion beam deposition (IBD) method.


